Abstract. Spatial structures of transmembrane proteins are difficult to obtain either experimentally or by computational methods. Recognition of helix-helix contacts conformations, which provide structural skeleton of many transmembrane proteins, is essential in the modeling. Majority of helix-helix interactions in transmembrane proteins can be accurately clustered into a few classes on the basis of their 3D shape. We propose a Stochastic Context Free Grammars framework, combined with evolutionary algorithm, to represent sequence level features of these classes. The descriptors were tested using independent test sets and typically achieved the areas under ROC curves 0.60-0.70; some reached 0.77.
Introduction
It has been estimated that around 30% of proteins in human body are transmembrane (TM) proteins [1] . Moreover, since they are more accessible to drugs than intracellular proteins, they are prime targets for drug design. Unfortunately, the specific environment of cell membranes, their large size and dynamic behavior (e.g. ion channels) make them very difficult objects for current experimental techniques in structural biology: fewer than 2% of currently known protein structures are from TM proteins [2] . Thus, the lack of experimental structures cannot be compensated by template-based modeling, i.e. homology and threading, which would require availability of a large dataset of structures. The alternative is use of ab initio methods, which build protein 3D models directly from their sequences. However, these approaches have only been successful for small proteins up to 200 amino acids [3] , mainly because computational power limits the size of the conformational phase space that can be searched. Moreover, the energy function is not accurate enough to guarantee the minimum at the native state [4] . Therefore, for larger proteins, such as protein channels, which typically contain 1000's of amino acids, limitations of ab initio methods can only be overcome by integrating additional knowledge in the modeling process.
Contact maps have been shown to be promising constraints. It was estimated that as few as one contact in every eight residues would be sufficient to find the correct fold of a single domain protein [5] . Moreover, even the prediction of a few contacts is useful to constrain conformational searches in ab initio prediction [6] . Recent study also suggests that some contacts are structurally more significant than others [7] . Consequently, the prediction of intramolecular contacts has become an active field of research. According to [4] homologous template approaches achieve the highest accuracy (up to 50%). However, they are not suitable for TM proteins, since very few templates are available. As correlated mutations methods have the lowest accuracy (around 20%), machine learning methods seem to be the most appropriate.
Over 80% of known TM structures are classified as alpha-helical [2] . In these proteins, molecular contacts between helices are crucial as they provide a structural skeleton. A stable interaction between two helices requires that several residues from each helix are involved in the helix-helix contact. We call this structure a helix-helix (H-H) interface and define it more precisely later in the paper. A recent study by Walters and DeGrado [8] on helix packing motifs has revealed that 90% of known configurations of H-H interactions in TM proteins can be accurately represented using only a set of 8 3D templates (Fig. 2,3 in [8] ). In their research, helix pairs were clustered according to the 3D similarity (RMSD ≤ 1.5 A) of their fragments involved in the H-H contact. Their study also highlighted position-specific sequence propensities of amino-acids and the occurrence of the well known [GAS]-X-X-X-[GAS] motif [9] . The problem of H-H interaction prediction was addressed in [3] by creating sequence profiles from a library of helix pairs whose spatial configurations were known. In their method a helix pair in the query was compared to helix pairs in the library by calculating profile-profile scores between the pairs. While the overall accuracy of helix packing prediction was rather low, it was sufficient to constrain ab initio prediction of TM protein structures. Significantly, this approach does not model interactions between contacting residues from the two helices since this would require a more complex model than sequence profiles. Waldispuehl and Steyaert [10] proposed a multi-tape S-attributed grammar to represent helix bundles in TM proteins. In their model, a single pair of helices is described by a set of grammar rules of a non-probabilistic context-free language. At each stage of processing of a sequence, a value or attribute that reflects folding cost is calculated. The authors report that the predictive power gained from the ability to represent long range dependencies between contact residues allowed their method to outperform the best TM helix prediction software.
There are two main approaches for learning grammar rules: Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Expectation-Maximization algorithms (EM) and evolutionary methods (Genetic Algorithms (GA) [11] [12] [13] or Genetic Programming (GP) [14] ). Both EM and GP approaches managed to, respectively, learn probabilities of Stochastic Context-Free Grammars (SCFG) for RNA structure predic-tion [15] [16] [17] and derive non-probabilistic CFGs for non-biological problems [18] . Successful applications of evolutionary algorithms to SCFG [19] [20] [21] include our earlier research on SCFGs for protein binding sites [22] . Since, unlike EM techniques, GA-based grammar inference allows introducing pressure towards more compact grammars (see Methods) and is less dependent on initial estimates of rule parameters [20] , we choose this approach for learning grammar rules.
In this work we exploit the expressive power of Stochastic Context-Free Grammars to represent the subtle and complex sequence motifs underlying H-H interactions in TM proteins. The aim is to facilitate sequence based classification of helix pairs regarding their three-dimensional configuration. As a result, a class template can be assigned to a pair of helices with high accuracy. This would be extremely valuable to constrain ab initio protein structure predictions or for threading refinement.
Materials and Methods

Datasets
The first dataset was created on the basis of Walters and DeGrado (WDG) dataset [8] . It includes fragments of helix sequences that are in contact. We consider only the 4 most populous contact types (classes 1-4). Unlike the original set where lengths of fragments varied from 10 to 14, we kept only the 10 residues which provided the closest match with a class template. The second dataset is based on the non-redundant set of alpha-helical chains from PDBTM database [2] as of 30th November 2009. Then TM alpha helices with at least one contact residue according to Promotif3 [23] were extracted. RMSD to the representatives of the 4 WDG classes were calculated. An helix pair was assigned to a certain class if its RMSD was lower than the highest RMSD in the class of the original WDG set, i.e. 0.66, 0.93, 0.76 and 1.11A for classes 1 to 4 respectively. As a result, the PDBTM set comprises 641 helix pairs with a population of 174, 107, 64 and 69 assigned to classes 1 to 4, respectively. For training, each class used the 20 fragments which were the closest to their representative (PDBTM20). Finally, homologous sequences (40%) were removed using PAM250 matrix [24] from our combined training and test sets so that both sets were mutually independent. As result, the processed WDG test sets (WDGNR) contained 92, 49, 37 and 27 helix pair fragments for classes 1 to 4 respectively.
Principles and Formal Definitions
Amino-acid interactions between helices are subtle and complex in comparison to intra-helical interactions. Moreover, they display either parallel or anti-parallel topologies. Methods typically used for the purpose of protein pattern detection, Profile HMMs [25] , cannot express these dependencies. Therefore, to classify the contact type class, we use a SCFG, which, not only, is capable of representing anti-parallel dependencies, but also can be induced automatically from a set of unrelated protein sequences which share common features [22] . The formal definition of a context-free grammar G is the following [26] : G =< V, T, P, S >, where V is a finite set of non-terminal (NT) symbols, T is a finite set of terminal symbols, P is a finite set of production rules and S is a special start symbol (S ∈ V ). The sets V and T are mutually exclusive. Each rule from the set P has the form: A → X, where A ∈ V and X ∈ (V ∪ T ) * . For a SCFG, probabilities are attributed to each rule. Usually, probabilities of all productions for one LeftHand Side (LHS) symbol sum to one; the SCFG is then called proper.
Helix interface is defined as a set of residues which are in contact with residues from the other helix, i.e. distance between residues in contact cannot be greater than the sum of van der Waals radii of their atoms enlarged by 0.6A [27] . The residues of the inner or contact face of a helix are separated by either 1 or 2 residues of the outer face so that an average helix periodicity of 3.6 residue is preserved. Two helices are separated by a coil. In the anti-parallel configuration these can be described schematically by context-free grammar rules, such as [10] :
More specifically, we modified a non-probabilistic CFG proposed in [10] to obtain a grammar that imposes helix periodicity (3-4 residues) and is manageable within our probabilistic scheme (i.e. not extending ca. where the symbols '[', ']', '{' and '}' refer to the beginning and end of helix 1 and helix 2 respectively. Four Outer-face and Interface NT symbols (marked with suffixed P,L,R,B) ensure that each complete helix turn is 3 or 4 amino-acids long, e.g. if Outer-faceP is one-residue long, it can only be followed by InterfaceB which is always two-residue long. Production rule T urn → W hatever]{W hatever imposes helix boundaries on parser by using ] and { terminal symbols. Moreover, the 'Whatever' non-terminal allows to deal with parts of the helix that are not involved in the contact and thus do not share contact pattern.
Representation of Amino-acid Properties
OneRes symbol refers to one amino-acid in a sequence. However, instead of using the amino-acid identity, which would make the grammar induction intractable, information about the level of a physio-chemical property (described later in this section) of a residue is carried. More specifically, OneRes can be one of three NT symbols that represent low, medium and high level of the property of interest, e.g. van der Waals volume: OneRes ≡ Low|M edium|High. The rationale behind this representation is to integrate quantitative information about aminoacid properties into our stochastic framework. An important advantage of this method is that it reduces the number of possible combinations of the Right-Hand Side (RHS) symbols in production rules. Therefore, a number of rules, which is maintainable in the learning process, is kept without losing generality of the grammar in the beginning of induction. For each given property, our method relies on defining all the terminal rules in the form:
Low -> amino-acid identity 1..20 Medium -> amino-acid identity 1..20 High -> amino-acid identity 1..20
and associating them with proper probabilities which are calculated using the known quantitative values associated to the amino acid identities. Since all terminal rules are fixed with given probabilities, unlike probabilities of all other rules, they do not need to be induced during the learning process. Moreover, to avoid trivial solutions, non-terminals which are Left-Hand Side (LHS) symbols in the terminal rules are prohibited from being LHS non-terminals of the other rules. We use the 5 categories of amino-acids from AAindex [28] as suggested in [22] : beta propensity, alpha and turn propensity, composition, physio-chemical properties and hydrophobicity.
Parsing
We use an implementation of the stochastic Earley parser [29] . In our framework Baum-Welch style Earley algorithm, where a probability for a certain node is calculated as a sum of probabilities of all sub trees, is used for training during grammar induction. This helps avoiding rapid convergence to trivial local minima in the absence of a negative training set. On the other hand, Viterbi style Earley algorithm is used for scanning, where a probability for any node in the parse tree is calculated as a maximal probability from all sub trees. According to our previous experiments, the Viterbi algorithm produces better discrimination between positive and negative samples and therefore it is more appropriate for scanning. Moreover [15, 22] suggest that for a correctly induced grammar, the most likely parse tree could reflect structural features of a molecule. The output of the stochastic parser is the log probability of the couple of residues involved in a long range helix contact of a certain type, so it is a similarity measure, which estimates how the sequence of interest matches the rules associated to the interaction class.
Learning Method for Stochastic Context-Free Grammars
In order to generate interface specific descriptors using the rules described in the previous section, a training set composed of positive examples of sequence fragments containing the interface is used to infer rule weights. The general principle behind our framework is to start the learning process with the complete set of rules expressing prior knowledge of the intra-helix interaction. Then, during training, rule probabilities are inferred to express contact type specific dependencies. Although this approach leads to quite large sets of rules even for moderate alphabets, it avoids bias which would be introduced by additional constraints. In this work, induction is performed by a genetic algorithm.
Similarly to [22] in this work a single individual in GA represents a whole grammar. The genotype is coded with real numbers (< 0, 1 >) linked to rule probabilities. The original population of size 200 is initialized randomly and then iteratively subjected to evaluation, reproduction, genomic operators and finally succession. The objective function of the GA is defined as an arithmetic average of logs of probabilities returned by the parsing algorithm for all positive training samples. The reproduction step of the GA uses the tournament method with 2 competitors [30] , which ensures that the selective pressure is held at the same level during the whole induction process. In addition, the diversity pressure is kept by using a sharing function that decreases fitness score of individuals on the basis of their similarity to other individuals in the population. The distance between individuals takes into account that probability of a rule depends not only on its own gene but also on all genes referring to rules with the same LHS non-terminal [22] . In each GA epoch (generation of individuals), only the poorer 50% of the population is substituted by new individuals to ensure the stability of the GA algorithm. Offspring are produced by averaging genetic information of two individuals with some random distortion in order to enhance exploratory capabilities of the algorithm. Subsequently, a classical one point mutation operator is used to mutate randomly chosen genes. The probabilities of crossover and mutation are 0.9 and 0.01 respectively. The algorithm stops when there is no further significant improvement in the best scores (ratio 1.001 over 100 iterations). The implementation of our grammar induction algorithm is based on M. Wall's GAlib library which provides a set of C++ genetic algorithm objects [22] .
A new genotype to phenotype function f 2 = phene(gene(W → XY Z)) was designed to facilitate rapid convergence and enhance exploring capabilities of the genetic algorithm. Let A → BCD is a context-free rule with LHS non- Finally, normalization is carried out to obtain proper probabilities for each rule:
Thus, phene(A → BCD) is the proper probability of the rule A → BCD. The function assures that for a certain range of gene values, even small variations lead to significant changes in the phenotype. It reduces the number of active rules, since many of them have a near zero probability from the beginning of the induction. Thus, it speeds up the processing of each individual. The definition of the f2 function is consistent with a natural trend during grammar evolution where probabilities of unnecessary rules are reduced. This is an inherent property of proper stochastic grammars: distributions of probabilities with a small number of rules, which express well the pattern of interest, give better scores than even distributions of probabilities for all possible rules. After grammar induction, the final set of rules can be pruned to omit those which have a limited impact on the overall score of a scanned sequence.
Although genetic algorithms converge whatever their initial population [30] , they may not find the global optimal solution. Therefore, for each grammar generation, we produced several grammars and selected the best one. Time needed for producing a grammar could take up to ca. 20 hours using Intel Xeon 2.4GHz quad-core processor systems at Wroclaw Centre for Networking and Supercomputing. The scanning took approximately one minute for parsing the whole test set by one grammar.
Protocol for Evaluation of Transmembrane H-H Interaction Prediction
For each of the four H-H interaction classes, 3 grammars were generated using PDBTM20 training set for each of the 6 selected amino-acid properties. The sequences of helix pair fragments from the WDGNR dataset were parsed for the four classes using all grammars. As a result, logs of probability that a sequence could have been generated by a given grammar were assigned to each H-H contact. The scores for positive and negative validation sets were analyzed by means of Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) methodology. The Area Under ROC Curve (AUC ROC) was used for general assessment of classifier quality and selection of the best grammar. In addition, Specificity and Sensitivity measures were calculated. Although for many applications it is desirable to maintain high Specificity or Sensitivity, we assume that the highest value of their product marks the optimal threshold for the parse score. For this threshold, Accuracy is provided.
Results and Discussion
Performance of Classifiers on Independent Test Set
The performance of grammar descriptors was assessed in a series of class-by-class classifications using WDGNR independent test set. On the basis of AUC ROC results for each class against other 3 classes, the properties, which lead to best scoring grammars, were selected. These were accessibility for class 1, van der Waals (vdW) volume for classes 2 and 3 and beta/turn propensity for class 4 (Tab. 1). The overall quality of classifiers measured by the Area under ROC curve Table 2 . Properties used by best class-by-class classifiers. Class-by-class classification of helix-helix pair contact fragments performance measured by Area and ROC curve using independent test set. varied from 0.59 for c4 to 0.68 for c2 and c3. The optimal thresholds for scores yielded in different balances between Sensitivity and Specificity. More precise evaluation of the classifiers is possible by analysis of their ROC curves (Fig. 1 ).
There is a shift towards Sensitivity for c2 and a shift towards Specificity c3 vdW volume grammars. Typically, the relatively worst performance was obtained in classification of c1 vs. c4 or c2 vs. c3 classes. This is, however, consistent with the fact that these pairs of classes are similar in terms of RMSD. They differ in relative direction of helices (anti-parallel for c1 and c2, parallel for c3 and c4).
Representatives of 5 categories of amino-acid properties were utilized for grammar training resulting in varying robustness for different class-by-class comparisons. The properties that were used in best scoring grammars are presented in Table 2 . In general, area under ROC curve values of the best grammars, for each class-by-class classification, were in the range from 0.56 to 0.77. Accessibility and vdW volume were most useful for distinguishing between classes unrelated in terms of their 3D shape. Frequency and beta-sheet propensity were the properties that allow for classification between anti-parallel and parallel versions of classes that share similar spatial configurations. 
Analysis of Classifiers Features
Our analysis details the features of the SCFG classifiers, which contribute to the overall performance of the method. Our findings suggest that the difference in sequence composition, in terms of the property underlying the grammar, is the main factor. However, in a few cases descriptors that performed better than expected, according to sequence composition comparison, were obtained. Such examples include classifications between: c1 and c2 using grammar based on accessibility, c3 and c1+c4 using grammar based on van der Waals volume and c4 and c1 using grammar based on accessibility. The last was obtained in a scheme that included modified training and test sets. Moreover, property levels were related to the average property level in a training set, instead of the average over 20 amino-acids as utilized in the basic scheme. In Fig. 2 , example of parse trees that would give maximum scores for these grammars are shown. Although they would not necessarily result in maximal parse scores for individual sequences, their structure is very likely to be found in real parses. It would be difficult at this stage of study to induce relations between parse tree structures and biological features of helix pairs, especially for classes 3 and 4, which are parallel. However, the analysis of the parse trees suggests that grammar classifiers can benefit from representation of dependencies between helices. For example, in (C) the most probable rules typically require that amino-acids from two helices have similar size at each stage of derivation. These results confirm the value of a strategy which uses amino-acid properties instead of amino-acid identities for modeling non-homologous helix pair sequences. However, the exact assignment of aminoacid to property levels remains an issue. We noticed that non-terminals related to property levels underrepresented in H-H bundles were rarely used in induced grammars, which hampered the capability of representing class defining patterns.
Conclusions
Our SCFG framework produced sequence-based descriptors, which represent classes of transmembrane helix-helix interaction configurations. The grammar descriptors were tested using independent test sets. Amino-acid properties most relevant to each class-by-class classification were selected. Areas under ROC curves obtained for best classifiers were typically between 0.60 to 0.70 and in some cases higher. This shows that amino-acid sequence based descriptors can be used for prediction of H-H interaction structural class, for a pair of H-H sequences. Thus, they can be used to constrain the search space of an ab initio prediction method for transmembrane proteins. Another strategy could be use of predicted conformations of H-H interactions to deprive sets of structures modeled in the process of ab initio prediction of low quality items.
At this stage of research, the predictive power of the classifiers is mainly grounded in differences in amino-acid composition of H-H pairs in terms of the amino-acid properties. However, some grammar descriptors perform above expected level, based on sequence composition. This suggests that capability of CFG to represent higher level (anti-parallel) dependencies between interacting helices can contribute to the classification. Currently, we investigate the influence of several factors, including choice of the class representatives and the training sets, definition of the amino-acid property levels and design of the initial grammar structure. We also research the hypothesis that there are subclasses within WDG classes of H-H sequences more prone to structural description than others.
The other factor, important for the procedure of training, is the selection of the training set. According to recent publications [3, 8] , the optimal length of a helix fragment is from 10 to 14 residues. However the position of cutting of fragments could potentially have an impact on the quality of prediction. Finally, the clustering of H-H interfaces is still an open problem. The numbers of PDBTM sequences assigned to each WDG class representative were linearly correlated to the cut-off levels. This suggests, that the level of RMSD around 1.50 A prohibits the classes from overlapping but only conveys a limited biological meaning.
